Fire Destroys Hi-Tech Ceramics in Alfred Station
Alumni-Owned Company Estimates Damages At Well Over $1,000,000

A couple of weeks ago, many people will recall being woken around 6:30 a.m. on a rather frigid morning by a fire alarm. The following morning, the same thing happened again at a slightly more tolerable 7:50 a.m. That afternoon, the alarm went off for a third time, and it was later discovered that all three alarms were associated with the same, disastrous fire.

The fire originated early Monday morning, the 21st of January, in Alfred Station at the Hi-Tech building located across the street from the Ole Mill Bar. The blaze was incredibly potent, and it was well-fueled by the building’s wood and cork walls. As the first firefighters arrived, an entire section of the building was completely engulfed in flames, and there was little chance of saving the rest of it. The fire’s magnitude could be measured by the number of fire companies called in to combat the blaze. Not only were the Alfred and Hi-Tech fire companies called to the scene, but tankers from Almond, Arkport and North Hornell were also required, with Wellsville’s crew standing by. In all, over 45 firemen were involved in controlling the fire.

The fire was not the only obstacle the men had to overcome. When they initially arrived, the temperature was 24 degrees below zero. This made that the ground became extremely treacherous and the threat of severe frostbite was present. Incredibly, no serious injuries were incurred during this first “wave of attack” against the fire. Only minor cases of frostbite were reported, and one firefighter suffered a twisted ankle while directing traffic on route 21. The fire was finally extinguished, but still burning, around 2 a.m. Monday. The men were sent back, with one support crew remaining to attempt to completely extinguish the blaze.

Unfortunately, their attempts were thwarted when the fire suddenly began to go out of control again. The Alfred fire crew was once again alised in, and the fire was soon under control, but it wasn’t out. It was only towards the end of the night that the fire and smoke, and in the morning, the fire was extinguished.

The committee will start investigating the cause of the fire. There are exceptions to the law. There will be no need to have seat belts since 1960. Earlier models were not required to have them, therefore the law does not apply to people in 1964 and earlier vehicles. Also, doctors have been authorized to give medical exemptions, carelessly or otherwise, by the New York State Medical Society. It is estimated that one in ten will potentially save 600 lives, prevent or lessen over 70,000 injuries, and reduce the risk of death resulting from head injuries is reduced by 71%, and the risk of death from neck injuries is reduced by 19%, when belts are used. The risk of serious injury to the head and neck are reduced by 71% and 100% respectively. Risk reductions for other types of injuries were very similar.

According to the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute, the reduction of risks with the use of seat belts is dramatic. In head-on collisions, one of the most common types of accidents, the risk of death resulting from head injuries is reduced by 71%, and the risk of death from neck injuries is reduced by 19%

The fire destroyed an entire section of the labs on campus so they can continue research and keep the university among the top ten.

University Aids Hi-Tech By Donating Facilities
"It was a nightmare come true," said Jeff Morris, president of Hi-Tech Ceramics, when he received a phone call Monday at 6:30 a.m. telling him the Hi-Tech building was on fire.

"I was very touched," said Morris, "The community and the University have been gracious and very helpful.

Fioretti Co. demolishes the remaining walls of the Hi-Tech building Tuesday afternoon. (Photo by Jacque Denzer)

HAIL TO THE CHIEFS?
Nixon, Ford and Carter Being Sought For Anniversary Events
Alfred University would like to hail past presidents Nixon, Ford and Carter to celebrate their visit to Alfred University on September 11, 1975, during the 200th anniversary of the United States.

"We want recognition, we have to do something striking," said Dr. Gary Horowitz, director of alumni relations.

If we want recognition, we have to do something striking," said Dr. Gary Horowitz, director of alumni relations.

Kodak also has anticipated the campus site. The picture will then be displayed for a month on the Kodak Colorama in Grand Central Station. "At least 150,000 people will see it every day," Horowitz said.

Besides achieving recognition, "We hope to build a renewed sense of support and appreciation for the University," Horowitz said.

Activities still in the planning stages include the reinstatement of the Founder’s Day ceremonies and an all-campus birthday party.

Other events may include programs presented by each of the colleges and Governor Cuomo as guest speaker for the 1986 commencement exercises.

The committee will start building a calendar for February 4, Goodridge
The Fiat Lux Supports Alumni Hall Preservation

"Alumni Hall is the oldest, most historic, and most artistic work of architecture on the campus, a landmark over the years..." Dr. Garret Dropper in the Fiat Lux, 12/14/84.

"It oughta be torn down. Besides the two years. Now, after much controversy will soon come to an end. On February 15, the Board of Trustees will decide the fate of Alumni Hall. As shown by the two opinions above, the range of emotion about this campus landmark is vast. Such is often the case with grand, but antiquated institutions, be they buildings, parades, or other traditions. In times of efficient cost-cutting, function over form, and high technology, those institutions which might not reflect these qualities, but rather remind us of an earlier, more aesthetic time in history are left in the shuffle. This should not be the case with Alumni Hall. Alfred University has deep roots in the history of higher education. It was founded in 1836, and has prospered for almost 150 years despite its rural isolation and intentionally small enrollment.

To demolish Alumni Hall is to demolish yet another tradition of Alfred University. If it is to be destroyed, what will replace it? Dormitory? No, we can't even fill the ones we have now. A Performing Arts Center? No, that's supposed to be across from Harder Hall. An admissions Office? Perhaps. Which leads into another branch of this argument.

In its newly-modified form (which includes first floor renovation and the addition of a high school), the proposed plan for an admissions center at the present Alumni Hall is a good one. Alumni Hall is representative of this campus' history, experience; it has this landmark represent to in- coming students what the University is really all about!

Dear Editor:

Your hard earned money, spent for your education, may have been invested in a machine that is collecting dust. It has been brought to my attention by a former Fiat Lux Production Manager that an Alfred student has found the typesetting machine has not been used for its original purpose during the 1984 and 1985 sessions.

The typesetting machine was bought with Student Affairs funds. They purchased the machine with the intent that students at Alfred would be able to have hands-on experience. It is a teaching tool and job experience in a single unit.

The staff at the Alfred Review, Fiat Lux, and the Year Book are supposed to complete their work on the machine with little or no outside help. The students at Alfred are being deprived, since all of the typesetting and ads are being performed by Sun Publishing Co.

It would appear only logical to take advantage of such an interesting and useful piece of machinery. It is too expensive to be collecting dust.

Sincerely yours, Rob Johnson

FIND OUT HERE, FEB. 28

Snow And Ice

With the bombardment of winter upon Alfred comes the bombardment of maintenance problems. We've all had one problem or another to complain about this week, the dorms, the walkways; whatever. I'm sure that many of us are bewildered by the maintenance problem is here at Alfred University, but actually we are as much to blame as the maintenance staff.

The blizzard conditions and sub-zero temperatures have us all complaining. The maintenance crew is working 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to keep things functioning.

Just in case you have a complaint about Bains-Merrill, McMahon or Harder Hall be sure you take it to the ceramics department. Those buildings have their own maintenance.

How are we to blame for the slippery sidewalks and cold rooms? Don't we let the right people know about the problems? We can only complain to our roommates, our parents, or our best friends. Do you really think your roommate is going to go out and shovel the sidewalks when the weather is cloudy and cold? Of course not. We really think you're more aware of it now. If you don't know what your heater's supposed to do, then you're more even aware of it now. If you insist on complaining, complain to the maintenance office, not the students.

Call maintenance. Let them know about the problems you repeatedly run into. You might hear about it, the more likely they are to do something about it.

In the meantime, take a little common sense rather than impatience. You can take a little responsibility here as well. Take extra care walking across campus and up slippery steps. Attempt to do something yourself about the draft in your room. It's winter and winter brings snow, ice, and cold temperatures. You know that you've heard about it for years. Take a little extra care when walking across campus and up slippery steps. Attempt to do something yourself about the draft in your room. It's winter and winter brings snow, ice, and cold temperatures. You know that you've heard about it for years. Take a little extra care when walking across campus and up slippery steps. Attempt to do something yourself about the draft in your room. It's winter and winter brings snow, ice, and cold temperatures. You know that you've heard about it for years.

We'll still like to see even MORE letters to the EDITOR. Drop them off at Rogers Hall.

From: Joanne Bock

The other is used by E. coli-Fearing Citizens to Demonstrate that the Sanctity of Life by Blowing Up Abortion Clinics.

Moral Quiz

One of these is used by Vicious Terrorists who have no regard for humanity to blow up political targets.

A. The other is used by E. coli-Fearing Citizens to Demonstrate that the Sanctity of Life by Blowing Up Abortion Clinics.

Which is which?
Late Breaking News...

President Edward Coll, Jr., announced at the Feb. 2 meeting of the Student Senate that he will seek a 3-6% increase in overall tuition at the Board of Trustees next week.

"The Board will actually decide how much of an increase", Coll explained, "since they set policy and are liable for the college. We are usually successful in convincing the Board that our estimates are correct."

Michael J. Ranach, vice president of business, finance, and treasurer, said the increase would be between 323 and 646 for the year. Ceramics students would be unaffected by the increase in tuition.

Financial aid will also increase in proportion with the tuition increase, according to Don King, vice president of Student Affairs, there are some doubts about his success. "It's a lot of hard work, and others have tried to start fraternities in the past and failed because of a lack of commitment. Harold's group has a chance, though, because it is more specialized."

Meanwhile students are encouraged to sell their used books to Professor Coll.

Dear Editor:

It's time the Fiat Lux became a "real newspaper" and reported the news. 

A Concerned Student
Provost Gene Odle: The Man Behind the President

As a student at Alfred University, you are probably familiar with many of the administrative personnel that occupy the various offices around the campus. You have probably encountered such officials as the President, Dr. Ed- ward Coll and the Vice-President of Student Affairs, Don King. The office that may not be familiar to you is the office of the Provost.

The Provost is the Chief Academic Officer of the University and is the second-ranking Ad- ministrative Officer. The person that occupies this position is responsible for the entire academic sector of the University as well as the Library, Computer Center, the Registrar's Office, and Government Contracts and Con- tracts. When the President of the University is either off campus or incapacitated, the Provost acts as the Chief University Officer.

The Provost of Alfred Univer- sity is Dr. Gene Odle. Dr. Odle is a graduate of Stanford and Colum- bia Universities and has been awarded an honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters from Alfred University and received the "All-American Award" from the A.U. Alumni Association. He has also been knighted by the Order of St. Patrick.

According to Dr. Odle, the ac- tivities of the office cluster around several areas: (1) Providing direc- tion, guidance and supervision for the entire academic sector and the University. (2) Seeking to con- tinue, enhance, and concentrate the quality of the teaching-learning ex- perience. (3) Providing all ser- vices in a context in which causes the participants to be well motivated and to have a positive attitude toward their work. (4) Striving for an effective and efficient ad- ministrative organization with policies and practices which sup- port the goals.

The principal responsibilities of the Provost are:

1. Personnel Administration
Program Assignment and Change
Teaching and Learning
Budget Supervision
University Administration
External Agreements
Public Occasions
Fund Raising
Innovative Improvements

The activities of the Provost and his staff enable Alfred Univer- sity to function with clarity and precision. The main objective of the Provost is to help the students the opportunity to get the best education possible.

Perez

Hepburn's 24-Hour Studio: A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO STUDIO ART
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The next issue of the Fiat Lux will be Thursday, Feb. 28th

PREGNANCY CRISIS COUNSELING

- Free pregnancy tests
- Free counseling
- Strictly confidential
- Physician referrals

CALL 587-9282 ANYTIME.
Ask for Dorothy Snyder, N.C.C.
KING ARTHUR: MYTH, FANTAS Y, LEGEND?

If we could see exactly what happened, we should find ourselves in the presence of a theme as well founded, as inspired, and as inalienable from the inheritance of mankind as the Odyssey or the Old Testament. It is all true, or if it ought to be, and more, and better besides. Written by Winston Churchill, this statement cogently covers the logic of Dr. Carol Shilkett’s Bergren Forum given on January 30.

As a medievalist, Dr. Shilkett, a Professor of English at Alfred University, based her presentation on the myth and reality of the Arthur legend rather than the “more and better besides” asserted for so many versions as H. White’s Once and Future King or Lerner and Lowe’s “Camelot.” Dr. Shilkett began her speech by saying that “we know a good deal that is true, but little of it relates to Arthur in particular. From the first mention of the legend in 480 through the Annals of Cambria written in 650 the following are believed historical. A British warrior named Arthur leading a fairly large number of men fought the Saxons invades and defeated them at several battles including the battle at Mount Badon sometime between 466 and 518.” Dr. Shilkett also included the stranger historical facts including Arthur’s fighting 132 glorious battles throughout England, Scotland and Wales; carrying the Cross on his shoulders for three days and nights during battle, or carrying the image of the Virgin on his shoulders, in the Aquitaine it was also mentioned that Arthur and Medrard were killed in the battle. In a history written by William of Malmesbury in 1125 the author questions the wild myths written about Arthur. However, when agriff about the death and burial of Utherpunch he remarks that Arthur’s tomb can’t be seen because the “apprent diores still fading his coming.”

As far as the defeated society, the British after the Saxons conquest needed tribal heroes and Arthur became a mythical legend. This mythic element is the most difficult to study as myths belong to oral tradition and are constantly changing, stated Dr. Shilkett. Tracking the myth’s evolution, she finds basic patterns in Celtic, Welsh and Anglo-Norman sources. The Arthur story is as comprehensive as that of the British after the Saxon conquest. However, her husband, Rod Brown, had received a “B” if he was dropped in

Profile: Herrick Librarian June Brown

“I can’t imagine not wanting to read,” said Mrs. June Brown, University librarian. Originally from England, she has settled in Alfred to run the Herrick library. She was born in Ipswitch, an old city in the east of England, 76 miles northeast of London. She received her high school education from Cheltenborn. “Very proper, school uniforms and all.” She and her sister were sent away to a finishing school for a year in London because of having “unheard of in those days.” Those days were in 1949.

She explained. “I would have gone to Cheltenborn because the “apprent diores still fading his coming.”

As far as the defeated society, the British after the Saxons conquest needed tribal heroes and Arthur became a mythical legend. This mythic element is the most difficult to study as myths belong to oral tradition and are constantly changing, stated Dr. Shilkett. Tracking the myth’s evolution, she finds basic patterns in Celtic, Welsh and Anglo-Norman sources. The Arthur story is as comprehensive as that of the British after the Saxon conquest. However, her husband, Rod Brown, had received a “B” if he was dropped in
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Rockworld Videos Now At Pub Mon.-Thurs.

Finish all your classes at 1 p.m. everyday. Don't want to do homework, but there's nothing else to do? Go to the AU Pub. Every afternoon between Monday and Thursday after 1 p.m., you can watch rock videos, in addition to jazz, blues, funk and country courtesy of Rockworld, a weekly video service which provides these videos free to charge to the Pub.

or students can drop their entries in entry boxes provided by their school in the Rockworld viewing location. All entries must be received by March 25th 1985. Don't be left on shore, send entries today for a chance to sail into the summer on a Sea & Ski Hobie Cat Sailboat. This contest is limited to college students, so all entrants have a great chance to win, and Rockworld couldn't make it any easier!

CAFFERTY SUBSTANTIAL BUT NOT UNIQUE

"Where the action is..."
That was the refrain of one of the songs by John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band performed Jan. 25. But was the concert really where the action was? At first it appeared so. Over a thousand spectators, mostly University students, jammed McLane Center to hear the band. The 45-minute opening act, The Duran Sisters were entertaining. The five-woman vocal group (backed by their own band) sang several contemporary songs, including Madonna's "Like A Virgin," and danced around the stage. They did their job—getting the crowd interested in hearing the main act.

But there was something missing to the main act. Oh, they were good—musically. And they gave the crowd a lengthy encore, close to two hours. But I was disappointed because I came to see "John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band" and there was nothing distinct about them. Granted, they had their two top-20 hits, "Tender Years" and "On The Dark Side," but for those two songs, they could have been any road band that has been kicking around the college circuit for the past 10 years.

The crowd seemed to agree that there was nothing special about Cafferty; the audience began to filter out after the band played their two hit songs. Only about 50% stayed for the encore. Which was good. They played a "stock" encore, full of old rock'n'roll hits, like "Dancing in the Streets," "Going to a GoGo," and "Long Tall Sally." The band seemed to pick up energy, play smoother during the encore, as if they had been a little uncertain playing their own music but now, on familiar ground, they could let their talent flow.

Maybe they are not used to being a "name" band. John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band seem ready to break through, but have not developed their own style yet. Give them two or three more years, then go see them when the tickets will be double or triple the $6 SAB charged, and they have a sharp, clear image of themselves, and of their music. Then, they will captivate any audience.

Rule

A VALENTINE GREETING TO LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS FROM YOUR DEAN

A survey of recent Williams and Mary graduates found that all but one of the more than 150 respondents -- artists, lawyers, bankers, executives and CIA agents -- emphatically endorsed the value of a liberal education. They claim to be better off, and advancing more quickly in, their jobs than their more narrowly-trained peers. Further, exit interviews with members of the U. of Virginia's class of '84 found, overwhelmingly, that students who focused on activities designed to fit a predetermined career path were less satisfied with their education than students with a more liberal education. The interviews also revealed that careerism is less prevalent among college students than commonly thought.

TAKE HEART!
Where...When...

Remodeling, Rescheduling, and Changing Format...

**WALF IS A STATION IN TUNE WITH THE TIMES**

WALF, the campus radio station of Alfred University, has undergone some major improvements this year. New leadership, combined with new perspectives have significantly changed the image of this student-run organization.

Burt Payne, the man who once championed ten albums over the air, and Jen Kane (a.k.a. DJ Maxwell) are now co-station managers. According to Payne "staff morale is definitely up". The station is more united and less cliquish than in previous years.

Improvements this year. New leadership, combined with new perspectives have significantly changed the image of this student-run organization.

Burt Payne, the man who once championed ten albums over the air, and Jen Kane (a.k.a. DJ Maxwell) are now co-station managers. According to Payne "staff morale is definitely up". The station is more united and less cliquish than in previous years.

Remodeling made at the station this summer include a new studio, a new newsroom, mood lighting, and carpeting. Additional renovations made over the recent break include a new production room, a new lounge section, and more office space. Better on-the-air quality has been made possible by training sessions for both old and new disc-jockeys.

The News Department, headed by junior Harry Allen, has made great strides this year. The staff has grown, making it possible to air two newscasts daily, at noon and 7 p.m.

Students write the news themselves, which now includes editorials, interviews with political candidates, and visiting speakers. Carolyn Walton, the program director, is working on the block format that was put into effect this semester. Music now begins at a slow pace in the morning and becomes more upbeat as the day continues. "Every Easy" and the music in this period consists of jazz, blues, country, folk, and classical. The block from noon till 6 p.m. is called "Midday Mix" which includes light rock, dance, top 40, reggae, motown, "Beat," which includes light rock, pop, and dance parties at the AU Pub. A new fund raising idea now being planned is the purchase of a $2,000 used car. This car will be raffled off for $1.00 a ticket. This idea is responsible for the new slogan lately heard on the airwaves "WALF is the station that drives you wild!"

Disc jockeys at the station will soon receive communications credits for their work. In addition, the planned Communications Department plans to purchase a satellite dish, which will enable the station to pick up television and radio broadcasts worldwide. The dish will be used primarily as a news resource.

Possibly the most innovative of the station's additions for this year is a hot tub. Payne states "Music is therapeutic and so is a hot tub. It will improve staff morale." WALF t-shirts and beverage coys will soon be available for sale as well.

**NEW ON WALF**

**"In The Real World"**

Listen to Alfred's faculty discuss job prospects in their respective fields of study. Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
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DOERSCHUG APPOINTED TO NEW POSITION

Roland Doerschug has been appointed director of institutional services and facilities.

Photo Credit: Lisa Brown

Shifts in key administrative posts at Alfred University were announced today by the school’s president, Edward G. Coll Jr. The appointments were announced at 8:10 a.m. today by the school’s board of trustees.

Beverly Potter, Doerschug’s chief assistant since 1961, was named to succeed him as comptroller in charge of academic records keeping.

In his new job, Doerschug has jurisdiction over the offices of business manager and director of physical plant. His major responsibilities include campus maintenance, safety and purchasing.

Doerschug has a bachelor’s degree in agricultural engineering from Cornell University and a master’s degree in agricultural engineering science from the University of Arkansas.

He was formerly assistant registrar and assistant professor of agricultural engineering at Alfred University’s neighboring institution, Alfred State College.

Potter joined the staff of the registrar’s office in 1976.

HELPING THE WORLD TOGETHER

Host an exchange student.

As part of International Youth Exchange, a Presidential Initiative for peace, your family welcomes a teenager from another country into your home and into your way of life.

Volunteer host families from all segments of American society are being selected. If you’d like to be one of them, send for more information.

Help bring the world together, one friendship at a time.

A message from The Advertising Council and The International Youth Exchange.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear as a member of the Army Nurse Corps. The caduceus on the left means you’re part of a health care system in which educational and career advancement are the rule, not the exception. The gold bar on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, Clifton, N.J. 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
February 8, 1985

(PHOTOS BY JERGAL DENTER)

Hi-Tech Ceramic Inc. building on Hartsville Hill in Alfred Station.

Volunteer fireman Bob Strube watches as the fire smolders on Tuesday.

Firefighters face the cold and snow.

The demolition continues.

COLLEGE SPING BREAK

FLORIDA

$99.00

PLUS $20 TAX & SERVICE

ROUND TRIP MOTORCOACH TRANSPORTATION

9 Days • 7 Nights

DAYTONA BEACH • FORT LAUDERDALE

BOOK EARLY!

Limited Hotel Space in Ft. Lauderdale and Daytona Beach

TOUR RATE INCLUDES:

• Round Trip Transportation via air-conditioned, lavatory-equipped motorcoach to Daytona Beach and Ft. Lauderdale

TRANSPORTATION: Round trip transportation is made comfortable with lavatory-equipped motorcoaches. Reservation may be made by calling our office or visiting our office. Rates are subject to change without notice. Transportation is provided by Activity Tours, Inc. Book early to avoid disappointment. Rates are subject to change without notice.

IF YOU ARE A(N)...

Writer, Artist, Self-Proclaimed Satirist, Person interested in doing proofreading, Typing, or layout, it would be in your best interests to attend THE NEXT FIAT MEETING

Monday at 7:30 at the office, Rogers Campus Center

252-02 Northern Boulevard • Little Neck, New York 11363

New York City: 718-671-3800

Long Island: 516-772-0153

Washington: 202-623-8658

Also available at CRANDALL'S
Aldous Division Player Of The Week; Women Lose To Ithaca And Nazareth

The Saxons women's basketball team rounded out the month of January with some ups and downs. Among the ups was the naming of Heidi Aldous as Division III New York State player of the week; January with some ups and downs. She is the second AU player to receive the player of the week honor, the first being Diane Deguriane last season.

As of January 30th, the Saxons women had a record of 4-4. Since the last home game, they have faced Oneonta and the University of Rochester. U of R had previously been ranked fourth in Division III for the state, therefore the Saxons need to be consistent with their play. However, for more than nine minutes, A.U. just "couldn't put the ball in the hole." Coach Schwartz honestly observed, "It wasn't one of our better games."

Not including the Nazareth or Ithaca games, statistics have been updated for the first time in ten minutes of play. The Saxons started the game strongly, leading in the first ten minutes of play. However, for more than nine minutes, A.U. just "couldn't put the ball in the hole." Coach Schwartz honestly observed, "It wasn't one of our better games."

The Saxons women's basketball team was led by Heidi Aldous with 23 points, followed by Tami Brown with 159 points, and玻璃门 with 174 points. She is the second all-time best scorer in the team.

The Saxons early season schedule includes: January 31st at home, Binghamton February 6th away, St. Lawrence February 9th at home, Hartwick February 16th away, Hartwick February 16th at home, and Hartwick February 16th at home, Hartwick February 16th at home.

The Saxons women could bring the team to a victory over Nazareth on January 26th. Though they were down by 15 at one point in the game, the girls managed to narrow the competitor's margin of victory to only two points. Final score: 56-48.

This loss led the Saxons to another loss, three days later, to Ithaca College. Being overpowered by the opponent's three girls that were over six feet tall, the girls took a 74-7 loss. The Saxons started off considerably well, taking a 13-6 lead in the first ten minutes of play. However, for more than nine minutes, A.U. just "couldn't put the ball in the hole." Coach Schwartz honestly observed, "It wasn't one of our better games."

Not including the Nazareth or Ithaca games, statistics have been updated for the first time in ten minutes of play. The Saxons started the game strongly, leading in the first ten minutes of play. However, for more than nine minutes, A.U. just "couldn't put the ball in the hole." Coach Schwartz honestly observed, "It wasn't one of our better games."

The Saxons early season schedule includes: January 31st at home, Binghamton February 6th away, St. Lawrence February 9th at home, Hartwick February 16th away, Hartwick February 16th at home, and Hartwick February 16th at home, Hartwick February 16th at home.
Men's Basketball Shows Improvement In Season's Second Half

Alfred University's men's basketball team began the second half of their season on the right foot as they continued to play very good basketball. In their first four games since the second semester began, the team compiled a 3-1 record in boosting their season record to 8-7. Their first game was on the road at Houghton on January 18th. The game was a close battle with many ties. Alfred won it in the final seconds after a Houghton player missed a free-throw with the score tied at 53-54. Brian Andrews pushed the ball up court and was fouled. He then proceeded to make both free-throws with three seconds left for a 64-62 victory. Mike Wing led the team with 38 points and Paul Amrose had 16 points.

The Saxons' next game was the first of five straight home games. Alfred played an obviously over-matched Clarkson team. Alfred dominated Clarkson in every facet of the game. They forced several turnovers which created many fast-break baskets, and their offense performed virtually flawlessly. Clarkson, meanwhile, looked disjointed at both ends of the court as they struggled to find an effective combination of players. Because of this disparity between the two teams, Alfred took an early 34-24 lead, and slowly increased it to 42-29 at halftime with Wing leading the way with 17 pts. in the first half.

The second half began with the same pattern that the first half created. The only minor threat that Clarkson mustered was midway through the second half when they pulled to within 51-48. Alfred, however, quickly quelled the Clarkson rally with eight straight points and they again were in command, 59-46. Near the end of the game, Clarkson again displayed its disorganization by being called for a technical foul for having six men on the court. Alfred was able to cruise to a 74-55 victory as every team member contributed. Wing was again high scorer with 21 points and 9 rebounds. Andrews had 16 points and Mike Kolbas had 10. Andrews and Amrose led the team with six assists each.

The following game, Alfred showed a side of itself that it had not displayed lately. Alfred played a tough R.T. squad on the 29th and did not play with the consistency it had shown recently. The game seemed to go well as Alfred built an early first half lead, then their offense turned sloppy and they started committing numerous fouls as R.T. caught up and led 36-34, at the half. Alfred's problems continued as Andrews fouled out midway through the second half. Soon after that, Alfred began to climb back into the game, but without Andrews' leadership, they couldn't seriously threaten R.T. The Saxons continued as R.T. continued as R.T. was given many opportunities at the foul line-and they converted most of them. The Saxons played shabby defense in going back on defense, but without Andrews, the Saxons played shabby defense in going back on defense, incidentally, was 87-73. The Saxons' only bright spot was Wing's 19 points and 11 rebounds before he fouled out. One sentiment note: Mike Mischke made two free-throws with his left hand only, his right hand is taped up.

In the fourth game of the second half against the Saxons, on the 30th of January, Alfred regained its previous form on offense. The Alfred fastbreak was working, and it helped the Saxons dominate early in the game. They had the advantage in rebounding and they made numerous steals as they jumped out to a big lead at halftime.

In the second half, both teams cleared their benches and every member of the Alfred squad scored. Baskets were traded between the two teams, but it didn't help. Thanks because of Alfred's huge lead, Alfred breezed to a 107-68 victory. Clarkson's only good news was that it not easily noticed was the poor defense, which once again allowed the Saxons to 100 points. Clarkson was once again overshadowed by the outstanding Saxons on offense. Wing and Andrews led the team with 30 points apiece and Chris Locemi contributed 15 points. Amrose played his usual steady game; he wasn't a leading scorer, but he was a constant contributor.

In the second game, Alfred took on the Brockport Blue Devils. On February 8, 1985, Ithaca was 81-73. The Saxons had the advantage in nearly every part of the game with eight straight points and led 36-24 at halftime. They had the advantage in rebounding and they made numerous steals as they jumped out to a big lead at halftime.

A Look At A Well-Kempt Secret...

ALFRED'S EQUESTRIAN TEAM REVEALED

Every ride a horse? Ever wish you had? Ever see how some people can take to the saddle like Roy Rogers or Trigger? Skip saddle jocks. We've got a group of athletes with style, poise, timing, and skill, and they exhibit this expertise on a horse.

The Equestrian team, which was once a club until 1981, became a varsity sport and is rapidly moving toward stardom. Head coach Vicky Ashley and temporary coach Harry Hurd boast a team of almost 20 varsity sport and is rapidly moving toward stardom. Head coach Vicky Ashley and temporary coach Harry Hurd boast a team of almost 20

Captain Alex Vaillis

The BIG news is that the team will be hosting their first ever intercollegiate show on April 15th, collaborating with Houghton College. They will be hosting teams from Skidmore, St. Lawrence, Oswego, Cornell, Syracuse, and Canisius Colleges. This event will be the first in Alfred's history. Because of all the meets have been away, this will be the first opportunity to see this fine team at work. Hopefully the University will sponsor "victory van" for signs posted. The following is a list of the Equestrian schedule:

April 13-Brentwood, April 14-Syracuse, April 20-Regional, May 3-National's.

When asked about the team, Alex Vaillis said, "Although we are a young team, we communicate well and really support each other, and the coaches and the comrade make it all worthwhile."

If You'd Like To Report On The Swim Team, Be At The Next FIAT Meeting Monday, Feb. 11 at Rogers C.C.
Personals and Free Want Ads are here to stay. Next DEADLINE is FEBRUARY 15

Dear Groupie—There’s more than one way to fix support foundation equipment. Try my method next time!

The Staple C.D.—I guess I have to order a new one from the catalog because my old one didn’t work. I tried!!!

The Nutcracker Bagel—If I weren’t a girl I’d be guy, but I’m not. I guess you’ll just have to live with it.

“L” Fat—Too bad your legs aren’t a little longer.

— Ralph Mo—You really like those big snow angels don’t you?

Mo—Breakin’ in the new bed huh? Your ex-apt. mate Chuck—Happy Birthday! How many can you have in one year?

Samantha—You’re going to have to twitch up a spell to calm me down because the Flannel just drives me wild.

Emma—“You know you shouldn’t do that because it’s bad for your legs”

We would like to thank the two members of the A.U. Athletic Training staff for the generous hospitality beyond the normal call of duty extended to us during your northern swing with the A.U. Basketball team.

The Dartmouth Hockey Puckers Liz—I found the perfect one for you. It’ll be arriving in a plain brown wrapper!

Bookworm Mo—Desks can be fun! But always remember “no guts no glory”

The Kettle FEBRUARY 15

Strach—Let’s all get together and play some Trivial Pursuit as soon as you get rid of the extra baggage.

Del—What’s the probability of French Style Rice disappearing?

Kelly & Mary Kelly—Thanks for the lovely weekend!

Russ—What do you think of Smitty’s sister?

Krio—Do you think we can go for an after hour swim?

Kel Deb—What’s the probability of French Style Rice disappearing?

Annie—How about another Pub Party?

Kelly & Mary Kelly—Thanks for the lovely weekend!

K.C.—Here’s to the start of Lax season.

S.L. We’ve got to stop meeting in the lab, S.L. may not like it.

Doc—It’s a long way up, but the climb was worth it!

JVD—Our weekend was so nice. I’m missing you!

ILY, Lizzie-B.


3 Macaw 4 Soaks 5 Dropay 6 Compass point

1 Kind of piano 2 Symbol for calcium 36 Sofas 39 Raises 42 Teutonic deity 43 Weighting device 45 Barracuda 46 Cover 48 Bitter 50 Health resort 51 Poems 53 Small amount 55 Three-toed sloth 56 Tidier 59 Dormant 61 Monuments: abbr.

BEER BOTTLE CAPS needed by Senior Art Student BURT PAYNE for a project. Please drop them off at the Campus Center Desk.

An Early Gift To You For Valentine’s Day!!
(In Appreciation For Your Past Business)

Just Say “I LOVE ALFRED PIZZERIA PIZZA” when you place your order and we’ll take $1.00 off the price of a small pie, or $1.50 off the price of a large pizza.

This offer is good for take-outs and delivery, too!!

Give us a call at 587-9141...

and remember to say:

“ I LOVE ALFRED PIZZERIA PIZZA”

Good through Feb. 14th, 1985